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21-7-2016 
Man and softness 

 
In spiritual circles – and not only there – there is widespread agreement among men 

and women alike that men should become softer. A supposition here – without it being 
thoroughly investigated – is that the world would become less aggressive from this. Wars 
would stop. Relationships would become more harmonious. Love would (finally) have a 
chance to spread and bloom here on earth. Who wouldn’t want this? As always, however, this 
view is deluded by form, by what seems obvious. 
 

Let’s be clear from the beginning. Men should not become softer… God forbid. Don’t 
be fooled by this contemporary Lie. It’s already bad enough, how very soft men are regarding 
the ego in themselves (and others) that they have borrowed from this (Female) world, and 
how impotent they (still) are in this respect. No, men are deluded by Woman’s Seductive and 
Deluding Force – often hiding itself as ‘good arguments’ that speak for themselves – that 
wants men to be ‘loving and soft’ so that Her ego feels safe and, in practice, can do with men 
what Her Ego wants to do. 

Men, be hard(er) finally. Allow the (Male) Force from Above to Descend in your 
Body, into the (seemingly inherently Egoic) Realm of Form. On physical-energetic level, use 
your diaphragm muscles and thus allow your Heart – if you can still find It – to be in contact 
with the lower regions. Allow the Eye of the Heart down here. Use the (hidden, waiting, 
dormant) Man in yourself to counter the egoic way of breathing that seems normal here on 
earth. Stand still. Finally stop relaxing (as a cover for your ignorance and impotence). Don’t 
be soft, Be Responsible. Finally say NO to the Ego. No No NO NO NO. No to hidden Sexual 
Manipulation (from Woman and from yourself). No to the Deluding Force of Duality saying 
that you should be either hard or, seemingly better (when the always changing Woman 
doesn’t like the menu any more), soft. Say NO without words – or, exceptionally, if need be, 
with the use of words. 

Say No, so that finally your Heart can Radiate into this world, so that you are finally 
Relieved of yourself and you can be of true value for Woman, beyond any form of pleasing 
Her but as a Male Presence, Non-compromisable in dedication to Truth beyond Ego, to the 
Heart Itself. Be finally Faithful to Yourself, to Man and, (only) therefore, ‘also’ to Woman. 
Your Eye needs to become as sharp as a razor blade for that, not soft. Don’t do that to 
Woman, becoming as soft as She is – while She’s secretly carrying hardness in the heart. See 
the Ego in all its variations, hiding as supposed softness, as fear, as neediness, as seeming 
vulnerability, as cosiness, as sexuality and so on. Every form is deluding, if you don’t feel the 
truth beyond it in a direct way. 

What you think is softness is often rather a withdrawal from the energetic earthy plane 
– a flip over to the other side of the coin. It is often – just like the hard side of the coin, by the 
way – part of ignorance, a lack of truly Going into and Understanding Duality (or: Woman), a 
reaction to Woman’s understandable dissatisfaction with man’s state; it is often a (hidden) 
form of laziness, impotence or a lack of courage, it is permeated with fear and resistance to 
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feel pain regarding the hard (but loving) inner work of melting the stone-ness of this 
world in, with and as your Heart – which hurts, indeed, and not just a little. Neither men’s 
hardness nor its seemingly logical alternative – being soft – have, in themselves, much to do 
with Man as He Is. 

Both in (supposedly) soft men and in (supposedly) hard men one can perceive – if one 
has the sense of it – the un-transcended ‘soft jelly’ of the Female Force in their belly. To 
Transcend this slime (of Unconsciousness) into Man(’s Consciousness’ Overview) is men’s 
Job, rather than restlessly and in confusion jumping over from one side to the other (and 
backwards again) as a reaction to Woman’s restlessness that is related to the fact that the men 
She meets and makes love to are not the One She holds as the (Divine) picture in Her Heart 
That is Waiting to be Set Free (by Man’s Heart). In general, soft men often seem to display 
this ‘jelly’ in a more obvious way than the tough guys, but it is there in both kinds of ‘man’ – 
as long as they are still deluded by one side of (any form and Level of) Woman’s Duality and 
park or settle therein. 

Not many people, to say the least, have any idea of the fact that (many) men are so 
aggressively hard because, in the fog of the Fight between the Male and Female Forces, they 
unconsciously (and sometimes, if the impotency of their Male Heart is almost complete, 
radically) take over Woman’s Heart’s hardness related to being Formed, to Her Illusion of 
being Form: they become Un-manned, lose their Male Force and are wholly incapable (and 
unwilling) to Allow this hardness to be Melted in their Heart by which it would, in principle, 
Transcend into Love, by which Woman’s stuck, ‘stoned’ Love would be Freed (in case She 
is, exceptionally, courageous and willing to Receive what (a) Man has done in this respect of 
Transcending ‘Stone’ into Love, Form into Formless. If the hard men would un-soften 
themselves, be Straight as a Man, Transcend the hidden slime in their belly, their Heart would 
be Soft as the Infinity of Love Itself. Whether we like it or not, to have a serious chance to 
Free Woman’s hardened Heart, Man – as, in Principle, in His True State, an Egoless, Mirror – 
needs to, on an Earthly Level, ‘become’ or, rather, be able to be at least as hard as the Ego 
that was and is creating this hardening of the Heart, to be Able to show its Superiority, Its 
Primacy. 

If Man Allows and Maintains Space – Space to Feel, to be Conscious, to be aware of 
what’s going on – then He is constantly in a position of stand-by in case hardness is 
demanded and needs to manifest, when Ego needs (in the first place) to be Seen and, (in the 
second place) possibly, hit – similarly to the penis always being stand-by and sometimes 
manifesting hardness if needed. The Knight doesn’t want to fight, but he is willing to if the 
situation demands it and thus he must be prepared, not softened. He must be Present, not soft. 
Softness and hardness naturally alternate. Man as He Is is not seduced to choose one of them. 

Don’t be fooled as so many men are: allowing feeling(s) is not the same as being 
softened. Allowing feeling is part of saying No to Ego that wants to safely hide from a deeper, 
inherently Vulnerable, Truth – a deeper reality that is much bigger than ego’s limited, 
cramped, self-obsessed, fake world, much bigger than its own play, ideas, opinions and 
(hidden) fears – and that, even more, wants to withdraw from actually manifesting this Truth 
in Woman’s Realm of Form. 
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In principle, you as man can allow all of Woman’s feelings in your own body-
consciousness as if they would be your own. It is of a great humility if you allow in yourself 
all Her (difficult) feelings and truly, whole-heartedly and whole-bodily, enter thus a big inner 
struggle of, first, identifying with them and, then, only after this inner fight (and not as a 
‘spiritual’ trick), surrendering them into a deeper Impersonal reality and, finally, giving them 
back to Woman, allowing Her to Feel the same but now safely in Man’s wholly involved 
Heart. Without Man’s Whole-Hearted and Whole-Bodily Involvement it is not possible for 
Woman to really Go through and Transcend humanity’s difficulties of old that She carries in 
Her Body. This mutuality, that is only possible in True Recognized Love between Man and 
Woman, is, next to the complexity and difficulty inherent in it, also the Beauty of the Process. 

Next to (but related to) allowing himself to feel, what man can do in order to not (as 
usual) become (too) soft – while often being hard on the outside – is meditate. Serious 
meditation is hard work, not for softies. Sitting in sometimes almost unbearable pain is not for 
softies. Man, if he is finally fed up with his softness that is not His but Hers, can, in this 
awareness of having enough of not Being Himself, ‘harden himself’ and finally sit down: 
meditate and feel, feel what life here on earth is (about). As I sometimes say: everything is 
paradoxical. If Man is finally hard and sharp enough to hit the nail on the head, to finally See-
Feel the inherent Painfulness here on earth exactly as it is, his Heart can ‘soften into’ the 
hardness of the earth, of stone, of Form – and, therefore: Ha can Melt this hardness in His 
Heart. Access of His Heart to the Realm of the Earth cannot be there if right from the 
beginning, softness is ‘implemented’. It is a Law: Ego cannot get what it wants – in a direct 
way. Only after an Inner Struggle, being forced to finally Surrender and giving up on itself 
and its wishes, what it really Wanted beyond its wishes might finally come – in another form 
than it had planned. 

In fact it is Woman Herself Who wants to be Softened finally, Softened from Her 
Stoned Heart That will stay Stoned – firmly Formed into Form – as long as Man is not hard 
enough in actually Manifesting on an Earthly Level the Truth of His always Soft Heart but 
lets Himself be manipulated, fooled by the Deluding Force that is endless in its variations of 
expressing and hiding itself. For Woman it is a hell to ‘have to’ live with a closed heart that 
cannot Love Man – because He is not There, He doesn’t manifest Himself as Such but, also, 
because one side of Her (the egoic side of old) doesn’t Want Him to Manifest as Man on 
Earth in Her Domain and uses all Her might to prevent this from actually Happening: it 
prefers to fool everybody by trying to make clear that Man is dominating Her with his overt 
patriarchy while secretly, in the Dark, She is ruling over Him without much effort as not 
much is needed for this, unconscious as men usually are. 

Man, let your Heart say No to what seems to be Mother’s love and you’ll be free, 
you’ll be grown up finally, un-softened finally. You don’t need Mother’s love – not at all. 
Without Mother you cannot be born into this world of Form, but the Second Birth, the Birth 
of Man Himself, is the One you must Do by Yourself, by Your Very Heart That You should 
have preserved as Your only True Treasure and Gift to Woman. 

See You Are Man. You Are in Relation, You Exist as Relation – (‘but’) You do not 
need (anything). Cut the umbilical cord finally. Allow the natural guts to Say (as a Man, as a 
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Force that is dormant in You, and not in some tough way) goodbye to the boy wanting 
Mother’s love – in the form of the love of any woman – and, therefore, be a Man finally. The 
boy is the past. The boy is dead. You cannot Live as the tough boy, nor as the soft boy. See 
how the Mother – not out of meanness or as part of a bigger plan or anything, but just on the 
grounds of Her nature – has to (try to) manipulate (a) ‘man’ and Wants to prevent the boy 
from becoming a Man, a Man Who is Free and cannot be manipulated in any desired 
direction. She is Your sparring partner that or Who you Need to See-Feel in all details to Be 
Free as Man – and thus Become Human as Man-Woman. This Human is not at all a soft 
mishmash in the middle between the Extremes of Man and Woman, but the One Who Sees-
Feels these Extremes constantly in and as His Body. 

Men, See finally that you are afraid of Woman. This would at least be a good first step 
in Liberating yourself from Her eternal grip on you, a grip that will stay as long as you don’t 
See and Feel what is actually happening in Relationship to Woman Beyond and Below the 
words that are being uttered. Instead of simply taking over and repeating like a parrot what 
She secretly whispers in your ear and balls – for instance that you need to soften and more of 
that kind that seems reasonable in itself – See rather that you are afraid of Her, afraid of really 
Going into Her, afraid of truly Giving yourself to Her. Yes, you do not dare to Really Enter 
Her as Man. In an honest and unguarded moment you shared this with me. And your fear is 
very understandable. You know you will be Swallowed, Killed, if you really enter the Caves 
of Woman. It’s not just a ‘nice’, funny, interesting or terrifying picture: Kali putting the next 
skull of a man around Her neck. I see it happening all the time, again and again, everywhere 
in the world, in every culture – and no one is to blame. Kali just Kills the soft ‘man’ that fails 
the Test of Be(com)ing Man in Her Earthly Domain. She can’t help Herself and why should 
She? The Deepest Nature of Man and Woman is fair – despite everyone’s complaints about 
the Opposite Sex. You better find the guts – not in your balls (which would be hopeless) but 
in your Heart – to See reality that is being displayed before your Eye, so that you don’t have 
to Go blindly into the Dark Cave. Your Eye is your ‘weapon’ or, rather, your protection and 
Gift. If you are not willing to See-Feel (all there is to be Seen-Felt) your heart will be Killed 
as soon as you would ‘Enter’, indeed. 

For Woman it is not only very confusing but also disgusting that you claim to be a 
man – trying to fool Her out of fear that otherwise you will be rejected by Mommy – and 
simultaneously you are afraid to really Enter Her. The first ‘ingredient’ of Man is honesty, 
truthfulness. Yes, you will be rejected by Kali’s Ego as soon as you stand up against Her, this 
is a certainty. Yes, you will start feeling very very weakened. Beyond your deepest intuition 
you have no idea yet of how far this weakening goes, of how powerful Kali’s Force actually 
is when it occasionally needs to manifest itself as a defence against (every beginning of) 
Man’s Presence of Heart in Her Earthly Domain, His Consciousness Shining the Eye of Truth 
on Her. No one’s doing this: they are Forces Fighting – and necessarily so. 

Man, don’t you See that Woman – in case you, as usual, refuse to Manifest the Man 
that is Potentially in you – just uses you as a sperm, as some thing that can be helpful and as a 
toy. She plays with you. Don’t you See this? Or don’t you care – as long as you as a sperm 
have access to Woman’s womb, to Her Form (instead of to Her Heart)? And Woman cannot 
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stop playing with you as long as you stay separate from Her, as long as you stay 
unconsciously afraid of Her. You’re afraid to be unmasked – unmasked as no Man. This 
unmasking by Woman – if She’s so humble to give Her usually hidden truth in this respect to 
you – would be a great victory, in case you could take it, as a Man, take it to be no Man (yet) 
in Woman’s Eye, accept that the Second Birth has not happened yet. Woman’s Eye is, as one 
could call it, the ‘negative’ of Man’s Eye. She Sees what is not-Man, even if words are 
usually lacking. But the same Eye Intuitively Sees and is afraid of What is Man. 

Woman’s resistance to Man is of a Dual Nature, as Woman Herself is Dual. By Her 
Deeper Nature Her Heart has to protect itself from men who want to enter her physically-
energetically; It has to protect itself from their Unconsciousness that they ‘borrowed’ from 
this world, that they got lost in and didn’t Transcend in their own Heart. By Her egoic nature, 
however, She picks one (or more) specimen out of this big arsenal of men and She resists the 
(more) Conscious Man of the Heart who has the potential to Touch Her in her Heart, Her only 
True Treasure. By Her egoic nature she pretends not to mind that her heart is fucked up, 
confused, fogged, deafened, slimed, if not killed, by allowing the unconscious man to make 
love to her Body. 

Men, and it is not a very flattering picture, serve Woman’s Duality in this respect. In 
their blindness, in their (accepted) slavery, they are happy if they are chosen by Woman to be 
Her favourite tiny sperm, happy She finds them worthy to be Her plaything, Her projection 
screen for the other (and alternating) side of Her own, always Dual mind. Instead of 
Recognizing and Surrendering to Man, men surrender to Mommy who hides the Kali in 
Herself. Well, in the beginning of the ‘romance’ She manages to hide Kali. For many men 
Kali even seems attractive: She seems to reveal the presence of a strong woman, of Energy: 
and Energy seems to be the Access to the Earth. 

Instead of Surrendering to Man and Becoming, Embodying Man themselves, men 
keep secretly pleasing Mommy who, as a ‘thank you’, will then define them as Her man. How 
terribly fooled men are. And what great resistance men have to be told and Shown the Truth 
about all this – I hardly meet otherwise, to be honest. They have borrowed this resistance 
from Mommy and have never returned it, happy as they are to be Mommy’s sweet boy, the 
boy with the softness, with the toughness, with the humour, with the muscles, with the handy 
hands, with the supposed intellect, with the clever mind, with the energy, with the seed, with 
all their presents – all but the Heart of Man Itself, the Heart That Wholly Selflessly Gives 
Itself to Woman instead of pleasing Her while secretly, unconsciously, expecting a cookie – 
or a hole – in return. “Look how cute he is,” Mommy says… 

 
Men come to the earth, they look around, become anesthetized and resign. As slaves 

they fuck a few women here and there – their own wife or prostitutes – and die. 
 
By their nature, men, if they don’t let their Heart speak and Rule, seem lazy. It is 

easier to be part of ‘Woman’, to join the Form-club of (sexual and other forms of (related)) 
slavery and separation and forget about the Heart, than to Freely Feel the Painfulness of the 
Hell of the Earth(ly Forces) and to Embody Man. It’s easier to play a part in repeating 
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Woman’s Drama of Old, fertilizing the Drama with new seed, than to try to Manifest Man 
here on earth. Another spilling of seed, another waste of Life… 


